Molecular dynamics simulation of spin–lattice NMR relaxation in poly-L-lysine dendrimers: manifestation of the semiflexibility effect
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NMR relaxation experiments are widely used to investigate the local orientation mobility in dendrimers. In particular, the NMR method allows one to measure the spin–lattice relaxation rate, $1/T_1$, which is connected with the orientational autocorrelation function (ACF) of NMR active groups. We calculate the temperature ($\theta$) and frequency ($\omega$) dependences of the spin–lattice NMR relaxation rates for segments and NMR active CH$_2$ groups in poly-L-lysine (PLL) dendrimers in water, on the basis of full-atomic molecular dynamics simulations. It is shown that the position of the maximum of $1/T_1(\omega)$ depends on the location of the segments inside the dendrimer. This dependence of the maximum is explained by the restricted flexibility of the dendrimer. Such behavior has been predicted recently by the analytical theory based on the semiflexible viscoelastic model. The simulated temperature dependences of $1/T_1$ for terminal and inner groups in PLL dendrimers of $n=2$ and $n=4$ generations dissolved in water are in good agreement with the NMR experimental data, which have been obtained for these systems previously by us. It is shown that in the case of PLL dendrimers, the traditional procedure of the interpretation of NMR experimental data – when smaller values of $1/T_1$ correspond to higher orientation mobility – is applicable to the whole accessible frequency interval only for the terminal groups. For the inner groups, this procedure is valid only at low frequencies.

I. Introduction

Dendrimers are perfect, tree-like macromolecules with a well-controlled chemical structure, which have been synthesized more than 30 years ago.$^{1-5}$ Due to their spherical symmetry and compactness, on the one hand, and their softness, on the other, they are intermediate entities between colloids and linear polymers. They can be used in various industrial applications, such as biomedicine,$^{6-10}$ energy harvesting,$^{11-13}$ catalysis,$^{14,15}$ and other fields.$^{16-18}$

The relaxation properties of dendrimers are of considerable importance in many practical applications.$^{19-23}$ Even for a single dendrimer macromolecule, there are many relaxation processes with different lengths and time scales, starting from the rotation as a whole to the local segmental mobility. Different experimental methods are used to describe distinctive features of dendrimers (see e.g. ref. 24–26).

NMR relaxation experiments are widely used to study local orientation mobility in dendrimers.$^{27-31}$ In particular, the NMR method allows one to measure the spin–lattice relaxation rate, $1/T_1$, which is connected with the orientational autocorrelation function (ACF) of NMR active groups.

The traditional approach to estimate the mobility of NMR active groups is the measurement of $1/T_1$ at a fixed temperature and frequency.$^{13,27-29}$ In this approach, the lower $1/T_1$ value corresponds to the higher mobility. However, Pinto et al.$^{37}$ have shown that the application of this approach can lead to misinterpretations. It has been experimentally established for poly(aryl ether) dendrimers that a direct correlation exists only between the spin–spin relaxation time ($T_2$), or the nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE), and the mobility of the NMR active groups. These characteristics have a monotonic dependence on the layer number in the dendrimer. However, $1/T_1$ has a non-monotonic layer number dependence at room temperature. The reason for this behavior is the fact that the dependence of $1/T_1$ on a reciprocal temperature has a maximum.$^{39}$
Therefore, the mentioned procedure can be applied only when the measured $1/T_1$ values are located on the left side of the maximum. In particular, this situation is realized in solutions of linear polymers. However, for dendrimers the position of the measured $1/T_1$ values with respect to the maximum can depend on the chemical structure of the dendrimer and on the location of the NMR active groups inside the dendrimer. As reported for poly(aryl ether), the non-monotonic behavior takes place due to the fact that the values of $1/T_1$, measured for different layers correspond to different sides of the temperature dependence with respect to the maximum. Similar behavior was observed for other dendrimers, as well. Therefore, for the correct interpretation of the $1/T_1$ data of dendrimers, the temperature dependence of $1/T_1$ is necessary.

Although there are many experimental studies on the NMR relaxation in dendrimers, the number of theoretical investigations in this field is insufficient. As a rule, the theory considers the frequency dependence of $1/T_1$ at a constant temperature in contrast to the NMR experiments, where the temperature dependence at a fixed frequency, $\omega$, is studied. In this case, the maximum is observed on the frequency dependence of the reduced spin–lattice relaxation rate of $^1H$ atoms:

$$\left[\frac{1}{T_1}(\omega)\right] = \frac{A_0 \omega}{T_1(\omega)},$$

where $A_0$ is a constant, which is insensitive to temperature or frequency, and is determined by the type of NMR active group.

Recently, some progress has been made in the theoretical studies of the orientational mobility of dendrimers, which provides an insight into the factors influencing the position of the maximum. In particular, it has been established that the frequency dependence of $[1/T_1]$ for a labeled segment of a dendrimer is determined by three processes with different characteristic times. The first process corresponds to the local reorientation motions of the segment with the relaxation time, $\tau_{\text{loc}}$, which does not practically depend on the dendrimer size and on the topological location of the segment. The second process correlates with the rotation of a dendrimer branch that originates from this segment, where the characteristic time, $\tau_{\text{rot}}$, of this process depends only on the branch size. The last process is the rotation of a dendrimer as a whole with the characteristic time, $\tau_{\text{rot}}$, which depends on the dendrimer size. These results were obtained for the following dendrimer models: (i) the viscoelastic model consisting of the Gaussian subchains, and (ii) the freely jointed bead–rod model. The first model was considered in terms of the analytical theory, while the second one was simulated by the Brownian dynamics method. Dendrimers up to the generation number $n = 4$ were studied.

On the basis of these results, the frequency dependences of $[1/T_1]$ for segments of a dendrimer belonging to different dendrimer layers were calculated. For both models, the independence of $\omega_{\text{max}}$ from $n$ and from the location of the segment inside a dendrimer was demonstrated. This independence is explained by the fact that $\omega_{\text{max}}$ is mainly determined by the local reorientation motions of the segment. Therefore, one can expect that the position of the temperature maximum of $[1/T_1]$ at $\omega = \text{const}$ is also insensitive to $n$ and to the segment location. However, this prediction does not agree with the experimental data.

It has been assumed that this discrepancy is connected with a restricted flexibility (semiflexibility) of a dendrimer. The effect of the dendrimer semiflexibility has been introduced into the viscoelastic model through the correlations between orientations of segments belonging to different dendrimer layers,

$$|\langle u_i u_j \rangle| = q^k,$$

where $u_i$ and $u_j$ are unit vectors directed along the $i$th and $j$th segments separated by $k$th segments and a parameter of semiflexibility in this model, $q$, is the average cosine of the angle between neighbouring segments. Indeed, the calculations of the frequency dependence of $[1/T_1]$ for the dendrimer segments have shown that the incorporation of the restricted flexibility into the model leads to the dependence of $\omega_{\text{max}}$ on the dendrimer layer number of the labeled segment. The analysis has demonstrated that the decrease of flexibility leads to a corresponding decrease of the contribution of local processes to the frequency dependence of $[1/T_1]$, as well as to the increase of the contribution of the second process connected to the rotation of a dendrimer branch originating from a labeled segment.

It is necessary to bear in mind, however, that these conclusions have been drawn for the viscoelastic model, where the volume and hydrodynamic interactions are not taken into account. Moreover, the viscoelastic model describes incorrectly the third process, i.e. the rotation of a dendrimer as a whole.

In the present work, we study the behavior of $[1/T_1]$ for segments of the poly-L-lysine (PLL) dendrimer on the basis of the full-atomic molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. It is shown that these dendrimers exhibit different positions of the maxima of the $1/T_1$ frequency and temperature dependences for terminal and inner segments. We explain such a difference by the restricted flexibility of the PLL dendrimers.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section II we briefly describe the model and simulation details. Section III is devoted to our results and their discussion. Eventually, Section IV contains the conclusions. Some calculation details are presented in Appendices A and B.

II. Molecular dynamic simulation details

The chemical structure of PLL dendrimers is shown in Fig. 1. There are two segments originating from every branching point, which are characterized by different lengths. The inner longer segments are about 2.5 times larger than the shorter ones. The length ratio of terminal segments is close to 5.

In this paper, the numeration of dendrimer layers, $m$, in every dendrimer starts from the periphery to the core, i.e. $m = 0$ corresponds to the terminal layer and $m = n$ corresponds to the core (see Fig. 1).
In the PLL dendrimer, the lengths of segments in the same dendrimer layer are different in contrast to the theoretical model,\(^\text{47}\) where all segments have the same length. We believe that this difference is not important for the effect of the semiflexibility on the segmental orientation mobility. This assumption is supported by similar characteristics of the orientation mobility of the long and short segments belonging to the same layer in the PLL dendrimer.\(^\text{40}\)

### Semiflexibility parameter

In order to compare our simulation results with the predictions of the semiflexible viscoelastic theory,\(^\text{47}\) which were obtained for the semiflexibility parameter \(q = 0.45\) in eqn (2), it is necessary to estimate the value of \(q\) for the PLL dendrimer with the results of our MD simulation.

We have calculated the average angle, \(\theta\), between the neighboring segments belonging to two successive dendrimer layers (Table 2). The value of \(\theta\) averaged over different \(n\) values is found to be equal to \(119^\circ\), which corresponds to \(q = 0.48\) in eqn (2). This value is close to \(q = 0.45\) (\(\theta = 117^\circ\)) used in ref. 47. Therefore, we can compare directly our simulation results with the theoretical calculations performed in ref. 47.

#### Theory of the spin–lattice NMR relaxation

The spin–lattice \(^1\text{H}\) NMR relaxation for NMR active groups in terms of the dipole–dipole interaction of relaxation is given by the following equation:\(^\text{39}\)

\[
\frac{1}{T_{1\text{H}}(\omega, \Theta)} = A_0 (J(\omega, \Theta) + 4J(2\omega, \Theta))
\]

where \(\omega\) is the angular frequency of the used spectrometer for \(^1\text{H}\) atoms, the spectral densities \(f(\omega, \Theta)\) and \(f(2\omega, \Theta)\) are real parts of the Fourier transform of the second-order orientation ACF, \(P_2(t)\), for the vector between \(^1\text{H}\) atoms in the CH\(_2\) groups, \(r_{\text{HH}}\) (see Fig. 2).\(^\text{39}\)

\[
J(\omega) = 2 \int_0^\infty P_2(t) \cos(\omega t) dt \quad \text{and} \quad J(2\omega) = 2 \int_0^\infty P_2(t) \cos(2\omega t) dt.
\]

Here,

\[
P_2(t) = \frac{3}{2} \left( \left( u(t) u(0)^2 \right) - \frac{1}{3} \right),
\]

where \(u(t) = r_{\text{HH}}/|r_{\text{HH}}|\) is a unit vector. The function \(f(\omega)\) was calculated from \(P_2\) ACF numerically using eqn (4). The details of the calculation are given in Appendix A.

#### Table 2 The average angle (\(\theta\)) between the neighboring segments belonging to two successive dendrimer layers in PLL dendrimers with \(n = 2–5\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\Theta) [K]</th>
<th>(n = 2)</th>
<th>(n = 3)</th>
<th>(n = 4)</th>
<th>(n = 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>283</td>
<td>118 ± 4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>122 ± 3</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>118 ± 4</td>
<td>120 ± 2</td>
<td>120 ± 2</td>
<td>120 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323</td>
<td>119 ± 2</td>
<td>121 ± 1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>343</td>
<td>118 ± 4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>120 ± 1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>363</td>
<td>118 ± 5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>120 ± 1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 1** The chemical structure of the \(n = 1\) generation PLL dendrimer. The solid blue and green arrows are the vectors connecting C atoms of branching points for short and long inner segments, respectively. The dotted arrows are the vectors connecting C atoms of terminal branching points and N atoms of terminal NH\(_3\) groups. \(m\) is the dendrimer layer number.
If $P_2(t)$ is represented by the sum of exponents,
\[ P_2(t) = \sum_l C_l^* \exp(-t/\tau_l^*), \tag{6} \]
where $C_l^*$ and $\tau_l^*$ are the weights of the relaxation times; the spectral density can be expressed as
\[ J(\omega) = 2 \sum_l \frac{C_l \tau_l^*}{1 + (\omega \tau_l^*)^2}; \tag{7} \]

III. Results and discussion

Comparison with the analytical theory

The minimum length scale of the viscoelastic model corresponds to the length of a single segment. Therefore, to compare with the analytical theory it is necessary to study the reorientation of the unit vectors directed along the segments (Fig. 2), i.e. $\mathbf{u}(t) = r_s(t)/|r_s(t)|$ in the PLL dendrimers. We consider the reduced relaxation rate, $[1/T_{1H}]$, given by eqn (1) as well as in ref. 46 and 47. The calculation methods of $[1/T_{1H}]$ at different frequencies $\omega$ for the segments belonging to different dendrimer layers, using the simulation data, are described in Appendix A.

Fig. 3 shows the frequency dependences of $[1/T_{1H}]$ for the segments belonging to different dendrimer layers $m$ of the PLL dendrimers.
dendrimers with different $n$. It can be seen that the position of $[1/T_{1\text{H}}]_{\text{max}}$ depends on the layer number, $m$ (Fig. 3a). When $m$ increases, $\omega_{\text{max}}$ shifts towards lower frequencies.

This result agrees qualitatively with the predictions of the analytical theory for the semiflexible viscoelastic model of the dendrimer. Here we recall that the flexible viscoelastic model predicts the independence of $\omega_{\text{max}}$ from $m$.

As in the viscoelastic model, the simulated $\omega_{\text{max}}$ for the terminal segments ($m = 0$) is practically independent from $n$ (Fig. 3b). Hence, we can use the value of $\omega_{\text{max}(m = 0)} = \omega_{0}$ as the reference point in order to compare the results of the analytical theory with the simulations. Fig. 4 shows the values of $\omega_{\text{max}}/\omega_{0}$ for different $m$ and $n$ obtained from the theory for the semiflexible dendrimer and our simulation results. It can be seen that the overall trend is the same: $\omega_{\text{max}}/\omega_{0}$ decreases with increasing $m$. However, there are some differences between the theory and the simulation. First, the simulation demonstrates that $\omega_{\text{max}}$ for given $m$ depends on the overall generation number $n$ of a dendrimer, in contrast to the theory predictions about the insensitivity of $\omega_{\text{max}}(m = \text{const})$ to $n$. Second, the theory predicts a more rapid decrease of $\omega_{\text{max}}$ with $m$ for $m \geq 2$ than that obtained with the simulations.

The following connects these differences with the simplifications used in the viscoelastic dendrimer model. First, the model does not take into account the excluded volume and hydrodynamic interactions (the phantom and free-draining model). Therefore, the segments in this model do not “feel” the local concentration of surrounding segments in the dendrimer. However, this concentration can depend on $n$ for the segments with the same $m$, and affect their orientation mobility. Our previous simulation shows that the average density of PLL dendrimers grows with $n$. Therefore, the local concentration of dendrimer monomers in internal layers is expected to increase as well, which could lead to an increase of $T_{1\text{H}}$ due to additional friction between the branch and other segments of the dendrimer and a decrease of $\omega_{\text{max}}$.

The second defect of the viscoelastic model is its inability to describe correctly the contribution of the dendrimer rotation as a whole to the segment relaxation. The simulations of the coarse-grained dendrimer models in solution show that this contribution can be quite significant. The values of $\tau_{\text{rot}}$ for the PLL dendrimers with $n = 2$–5 at 300 K, calculated in Appendix B, are collected in Table 3.

If the orientational relaxation of a segment is determined only by the dendrimer rotation as a whole, $\omega_{\text{max}}$ will be equal to $\omega_{\text{rot}}$ related to $\tau_{\text{rot}}$ with the expression

$$\omega_{\text{rot}} \approx \frac{0.616}{\tau_{\text{rot}}}$$

(see e.g. page 203 of ref. 57). The values of $\omega_{\text{rot}}$ for different $n$ are shown by horizontal dotted lines in Fig. 4. It can be seen that for segments with $m = n$ the values of $\omega_{\text{rot}}$ are equal to $\omega_{\text{rot}(n)}$, which means that the reorientation of the segments lying close to the core is determined by the rotation as a whole. For lower $m$, the relation $\omega_{\text{max}}(m,n) > \omega_{\text{rot}(n)}$ means that the internal modes start to contribute to the segment reorientation. However, the observed splitting of $\omega_{\text{max}}$ for different $n$ and the same $m$ shows that the contribution of the rotation as a whole affects remarkably the value of $\omega_{\text{max}}$.

Finally, we can conclude that the shift of $\omega_{\text{max}}$ towards lower frequencies with the increase of $m$ observed in the simulations can be described by the effect of the semiflexibility, predicted by the analytical viscoelastic model. For the segments lying close to the dendrimer core, this shift is decreased due to the increased contribution of the dendrimer rotation as a whole.

**Spin–lattice NMR relaxation of CH$_2$ groups**

MD simulations of the full-atomic model allow the study not only of the reorientation of the segments, but also of the mobility of NMR active groups. We focus mainly on the mobility of $r_{1\text{HH}}$ vectors in CH$_2$ groups (which are connected to N atoms) for the PLL dendrimer in water. The temperature dependences of $1/T_{1\text{H}}$ for these $r_{1\text{HH}}$ vectors were measured in our NMR experiments.

The method of the spin–lattice NMR relaxation allows one to measure proton relaxation time, $T_{1\text{H}}$, separately for groups with different chemical shifts, i.e., with different peak positions of the $^1$H NMR spectrum. The value of the shift for the same group depends on the chemical structure of its environment. In principle, the NMR active groups located in different dendrimer layers may correspond to different peaks. In particular, this situation is realized for poly(aryl ether) dendrimers. It allows the mobility in every dendrimer layer to be studied separately. In the case of the PLL dendrimer, there is a remarkable difference of the chemical shifts between terminal and inner CH$_2$–N groups, but it is difficult to distinguish the difference between inner layers (see ESI).

**Table 3** Characteristic times of the rotation PLL dendrimers as a whole, $\tau_{\text{rot}}$, at 300 K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$\tau_{\text{rot}}$ (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.2 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 The position of the $[1/T_{1\text{H}}]_{\text{max}}$ for different $m$ and $n$. Dotted horizontal lines mark $\omega_{\text{rot}}$ and correspond to $n$ with the same color; $\omega_{0} = \omega_{\text{max}}(m = 0)$. MD simulation and analytical theory results.
Therefore, to compare the simulation data with the experimental spin–lattice relaxation rate for the inner CH$_2$–N groups, [1/T$_{1H}^{inn}$], we have to use in eqn (5) the function $P_{2}^{inn}(t)$ averaged over all inner groups:

$$P_{2}^{inn}(t) = \frac{\sum_{m=1}^{N} N_{m} P_{2}(t, m)}{\sum_{m=1}^{N} N_{m}}, \quad (9)$$

where $N_{m} = 2^{n-m+1}$ is the number of long segments in the $m$th dendrimer layer.

We have calculated frequency dependences of [1/T$_{1H}^{inn}$] and [1/T$_{1H}^{ter}$] at different temperatures, $\Theta$, for CH$_2$ groups in PLL dendrimers by using eqn (3)–(5) and (9) with a unit vector $u(t) = r_{HH}(t)/|r_{HH}(t)|$. Here, [1/T$_{1H}^{inn}$] depends on $r_{HH}$ of the terminal long groups (see Fig. 2b). The details of the calculations are described in Appendix A.

For both studied dendrimers ($n = 2$ and 4) at all temperatures, the positions of $\omega_{\text{max}}$ of the maximum of [1/T$_{1H}$] for the $r_{HH}$ vectors of the CH$_2$ terminal groups are shifted to higher frequencies with respect to those of the CH$_2$ inner groups (Fig. 5). Therefore, the shift of $\omega_{\text{max}}$ with increasing dendrimer layer number, observed above for the segments, takes place also for the NMR active groups. We believe that in both cases this shift is the manifestation of the dendrimer semiflexibility effect.

For the same segments, the values of $\omega_{\text{max}}$ for $r_{HH}$ exceed those for $r_{s}$ (Fig. 6). However, this difference is not connected with the different sizes of the CH$_2$ groups and segments. Therefore, we have calculated the frequency dependences of the [1/T$_{1H}^{inn}$] functions for $r_{CC}$, which has approximately the same length as $r_{HH}$ (Fig. 6). It can be seen that these dependences practically coincide with those for $r_{s}$. At the same time, the frequency dependences of [1/T$_{1H}^{ter}$] for $r_{HH}$ are shifted towards higher values. We believe that this difference can be explained by the fact that the reorientations of the $r_{HH}$ vectors correspond to transversal modes, in contrast to those of $r_{s}$, which are determined by longitudinal modes. As has been shown in several studies (see e.g. ref. 58), the transversal modes are considerably faster than the longitudinal ones.

Comparison with NMR experimental data
Here we compare the results of the MD simulations with the experimental results obtained in our work. The circle frequency of the spectrometer, which is used in ref. 40 was...
\( \omega_{1H}/2\pi = 400 \text{ MHz} \). In Fig. 5 this frequency is marked by a vertical dotted line. The crossing points of the simulated frequency dependences of \([1/T_{1H}]\) at different temperatures with this line give the values of \([1/T_{1H}]\) corresponding to those obtained experimentally. For the direct comparison of our results with experimental data, it is necessary to know the value of \(A_0\) in eqn (3). The constant is given by the expression

\[
A_0 = \frac{3}{10} \left( \gamma_{1H}^2 \hbar^2 / r_{HH}^6 \right),
\]

where \(\gamma\) is a gyromagnetic ratio of \(^1\H\) and \(r_{HH}\) is the effective distance between protons. If we use the value of \(A_{0,\text{theor}} = 0.56 \times 10^{10} \text{ s}^{-2}\), calculated from eqn (10), we obtain a remarkable difference between the results of the MD simulation and the experimental data. This is a typical situation for dendrimers (see e.g. experimental results in ref. 32, 35 and 36). Due to this fact, the value of \(A_0\) is considered as a fitting parameter and is determined by the coincidence of the experimental and the simulated \(1/T_{1H}\) data at 300 K. The values of \(A_{0,\text{inn}}^0 = 0.35 \times 10^{10} \text{ s}^{-2}\) and \(A_{0,\text{ter}}^0 = 0.51 \times 10^{10} \text{ s}^{-2}\) were obtained for the CH2 groups, belonging to the inner segments and the terminal CH2 groups, respectively. The answer to the question about the reasons for the difference between these values and \(A_{0,\text{theor}}\) can be obtained only by quantum chemistry methods. We can suggest one possible variant: experimental values of \([1/T_{1H}]^{-1}\) differ from theoretical ones, calculated using standard values of the C–H chemical bond and the valence angle for the CH2 group. Fig. 7 shows the temperature dependences of \(1/T_{1H}\), obtained with the simulation data using the corresponding values of \(A_0\) and the experimental temperature dependences of \(1/T_{1H}\). It can be seen that the simulation results reproduce the experimental data. Unfortunately, because the accessible temperature interval is limited by the boiling and freezing points of the solvent, this does not allow the observation of all the maxima of \(1/T_{1H}\). For the inner groups, the function \(1/T_{1H}(\Theta^{-1})\) has a maximum within the measured temperature interval. For the terminal groups, this maximum of \(1/T_{1H}\) grows almost exponentially with increasing \(\Theta^{-1}\).

The temperature dependences, \(1/T_{1H}(\Theta^{-1})\), for the inner and terminal groups of the PLL dendrimers were obtained at the fixed frequency \(\omega_{1H}/2\pi = 400 \text{ MHz}\). However, the shape and the relative positions of the \(1/T_{1H}(\Theta^{-1})\) curves depend not only on the location of the active groups inside a dendrimer, but on the spectrometer frequency \(\omega_{1H}/2\pi\), as well. In particular,

**Fig. 7** Plots of \(1/T_{1H}\) vs. inverse temperature \((1000/\Theta)\) for terminal and inner CH2 groups. The NMR experimental data \(^{40}\) and the MD simulation results are shown.

**Fig. 8** Plots of \(1/T_{1H}\) vs. inverse temperature \((1000/\Theta)\) for terminal and inner CH2 groups at different \(\omega_{1H}/2\pi = 100, 1000\) and 1600 MHz. MD simulation results.
the consideration of the temperature dependence at different frequencies has been performed in ref. 37.

Using the calibration value of $A_0$, we obtained temperature dependences of $1/T_{1H}$ at $\omega_{1H}/2\pi = 100, 1000, \text{and } 1600 \text{ MHz}$ (Fig. 8).

At a smaller frequency $\omega_{1H}/2\pi = 100 \text{ MHz}$, the curves for the inner groups are located higher along the vertical axis, than those for terminal groups, within the whole temperature interval. At higher frequencies ($\omega_{1H}/2\pi \geq 400 \text{ MHz}$), these curves cross each other, where the crossing points are shifted to higher temperatures with increasing frequency.

As was mentioned in the Introduction, the traditional approach to characterize the mobility of different parts of dendrimers by NMR relaxation focuses on the comparison of the $1/T_{1H}$ values at the same (room) temperature (see e.g. ref. 13 and 27–29). It is assumed that the lower value of $1/T_{1H}$ corresponds to the higher mobility. This assumption is completely correct if the measured $1/T_{1H}$ values are located on the left side of the $1/T_{1H}(T^{-1})$ maximum. This case corresponds to the frequency $\omega_{1H}/2\pi = 100 \text{ MHz}$, when the curves of the inner groups or terminal groups are shifted to a larger value of $1/T_{1H}$ for $n = 4$ with respect to those for $n = 2$; $1/T_{1H}$ points of inner groups have a larger value than ones of terminal groups for the same $n$. For higher frequencies ($\omega_{1H}/2\pi \geq 1600 \text{ MHz}$), there is an opposite situation: the values of $1/T_{1H}$ at $T = 300 \text{ K}$ of the terminal groups are found to be larger than those of the inner ones.

In principle, a qualitative comparison of the mobility of the inner and terminal groups in the same PLL dendrimer by $1/T_{1H}$ is possible for frequencies up to 1000 MHz. Fig. 9 shows the ratio of $(1/T_{1H}^\text{ter})/(1/T_{1H}^\text{inn})$ for different frequencies, calculated at $T = 300 \text{ K}$. It can be seen that this ratio exceeds unity at low frequencies and is less than unity at higher frequencies.

Fig. 9 The ratio of $(1/T_{1H}^\text{ter})/(1/T_{1H}^\text{inn})$ at $T = 300 \text{ K}$ vs. different frequencies.

In principle, a qualitative comparison of the mobility of the inner and terminal groups in the same PLL dendrimer by $1/T_{1H}$ is possible for frequencies up to 1000 MHz. Fig. 9 shows the ratio of $(1/T_{1H}^\text{ter})/(1/T_{1H}^\text{inn})$ for different frequencies, calculated at $T = 300 \text{ K}$. It can be seen that this ratio exceeds unity at low frequencies and is less than unity at higher frequencies.

Fig. 10 Time dependences of $P_2$ obtained from the MD simulations for $r_{1H}$ (solid lines), $r_{CH}$ (dashed lines), and $r_{tr}$ (dotted lines) vectors in terminal (a, c) and inner (b, d) $\text{CH}_2$ groups (cf. Fig. 2a and b) at different temperatures.

Fig. 10 Time dependences of $P_2$ obtained from the MD simulations for $r_{1H}$ (solid lines), $r_{CH}$ (dashed lines), and $r_{tr}$ (dotted lines) vectors in terminal (a, c) and inner (b, d) $\text{CH}_2$ groups (cf. Fig. 2a and b) at different temperatures.
1000 MHz frequencies. This result is obtained from the large difference in the orientational mobility of inner and terminal groups due to low flexibility of segments in the PLL dendrimers. However, this frequency will be lower than 400 MHz if there is a possibility to consider the $1/T_{1H}$ values of groups from the different inner layers. This result is expected due to $1/T_{1H}$ data for segments (see Fig. 3a). A quantitative comparison of the mobility of inner and terminal groups of the same dendrimer using $1/T_{1H}$ is possible also at frequencies lower than 400 MHz.

Thus, our results for PLL dendrimers confirm the conclusions of ref. 37 that the traditional approach can lead to incorrect conclusions and, therefore, the features of the temperature dependence of $1/T_{1}$ are important for the interpretation of the $1/T_{1}$ data for dendrimers.

Experimentally, the decrease of the angular frequency $\omega_{H}$ leads to a deterioration in the resolution of a spectrometer. This difficulty can be avoided by the use of $^{13}$C atoms to measure the NMR relaxation, because $\omega_{H}/\omega_{C} \approx 4$ for the same spectrometer. The $1/T_{1C}$ function for carbon atoms is determined by the following equation:

$$
1/T_{1C}(\omega_{C}) = A_{0}(C)[6f(4.97\omega_{C}) + f(2.97\omega_{C}) + 3f(\omega_{C})], \tag{11}
$$

and by eqn (4) and (5), where $u(t) = r_{CH}$ (see Fig. 2). In Fig. 10, the time dependences of $P_2$ ACF for the $r_{HH}$ and $r_{CH}$ vectors are displayed, which determine the frequency dependence of the $1/T_{1H}$ and $1/T_{1C}$ functions. It can be seen that these functions practically coincide with each other and correspond to $P_2$ ACF for the $r_{tr}$ vector. Therefore, NMR relaxations for $^1$H or $^{13}$C atoms are determined by the same relaxation processes, and all conclusions for PLL dendrimers concerning $1/T_{1H}$ are valid for $1/T_{1C}$.

IV. Conclusions

The temperature and frequency dependences of the spin–lattice NMR relaxation rates ($1/T_1$) for the segments and the NMR active CH$_2$ groups in poly-L-lysine dendrimers in water have been calculated on the basis of full-atomic molecular dynamics simulations. The comparison of the simulation results with the theoretical predictions for the viscoelastic model, developed recently in ref. 47, has been performed. It shows that the observed dependence of the position of the [$1/T_1$] maximum on the location of the segments inside the dendrimer can be explained by the effect of the restricted flexibility of a dendrimer. The same effect can be responsible for the difference in the orientational mobility of the terminal and inner NMR active CH$_2$ groups in PLL dendrimers. This difference leads to the different temperature dependences of $1/T_{1H}$ for the terminal and inner groups, observed experimentally by us in ref. 40. Our simulations reproduce the experimental data for $n = 2$ and $n = 4$ PLL dendrimers.

Since the differences in the temperature dependence of $1/T_{1H}$ for the inner and terminal groups have been observed also for other dendrimers, we can suppose that the restricted flexibility (semiflexibility) manifests itself in these...
cases, as well. The similar effect can also be responsible for the different temperature dependences of $1/T_{1H}$ for NMR active groups in different layers of poly(aryl ether) dendrimers.37

In our work the applicability of the traditional interpretation of the NMR experimental data, when the smaller values of $1/T_1$ correspond to the higher orientation mobility, is also discussed. We have confirmed the conclusion of ref. 37 to consider the temperature dependence of $1/T_1$ for the correct interpretation of the $1/T_1$ data for dendrimers. We have calculated the temperature dependences of $1/T_{1H}$ for inner and terminal groups in PLL dendrimers at different frequencies. It is shown that the traditional procedure is applicable for the comparison of the mobility of inner and terminal groups of different PLL dendrimers at the room temperature only at low frequencies ($\sim 100$ MHz). At high frequencies ($\geq 1600$ MHz), the opposite situation is observed: the smaller values of $1/T_{1H}$ correspond to the lower mobility.

Concerning the mobility of the inner groups of the different PLL dendrimers, the procedure above is correct only at frequencies below $\sim 400$ MHz. In the same case of the terminal groups, the traditional approach can be applied within the experimentally accessible frequency interval.

A qualitative comparison of the mobility of the inner and terminal groups in the same PLL dendrimer by $1/T_{1H}$ is possible for frequencies up to 1000 MHz. This result is obtained from the large difference in the orientational mobility of inner and terminal groups due to the low flexibility of segments in the PLL dendrimers. However, this frequency will be lower than 400 MHz if there is a possibility to consider the $1/T_{1H}$ values of groups from the different inner layers ($m > 0$). Also, a quantitative comparison of the mobility of inner and terminal groups of the same dendrimer using $1/T_{1H}$ is possible also at frequencies lower than 400 MHz.

Additionally, we have shown that the $^1$H or $^{13}$C NMR relaxations for PLL dendrimers are determined by the same relaxation processes. Therefore, the main conclusions concerning

Table 4 Characteristic times of $P_2$ ACF for the $r_n$ vectors of the PLL dendrimer segments with $n = 2$–5 at 300 K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$m = 0$</th>
<th>$m = 1$</th>
<th>$m = 2$</th>
<th>$m = 3$</th>
<th>$m = 4$</th>
<th>$m = 5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1092</td>
<td>1281</td>
<td>1407</td>
<td>1465</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1797</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2246</td>
<td>2702</td>
<td>3092</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3267</td>
<td>4528</td>
<td>4809</td>
<td>4939</td>
<td>5564</td>
<td>7610</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12 Time dependences of $P_2$ ACF for the $r_{HH}$ vectors of CH$_2$ groups of the PLL dendrimer terminal (a, b) and inner (c, d) segments with $n = 2$ (a, c) and 4 (b, d) at different temperatures.
1/T_{1H} are applicable also to 1/T_{1C}. Thus, the use of these two methods provides mutually complementary information about molecular mobility in PLL dendrimers.

## Appendix A

Calculations of the frequency dependences of 1/T_{1H} functions.

To obtain 1/T_{1H} functions from P_2 ACF, we use numerical calculations on the basis of eqn (4) for spectral density, which determines 1/T_{1H} in eqn (3). To improve the numerical calculation results, we approximate the tail of each P_2 ACF by one-exponential fitting and construct full P_2^{full} using eqn (A.1):

\[
P_2^{full}(t) = \begin{cases} 
P_2(t); & t \leq t_{cut} \\
P_2(t - t_{cut}) \exp(-t/t_{tail}); & t > t_{cut} 
\end{cases},
\]

where t_{cut} is the cutting time for each P_2 ACF, \tau_{tail} is the characteristic time, which is calculated from the finite slope of the P_2 ACF. For all curves, we use t_{cut} given by the condition of P_2(t_{cut}) \leq 0.01.

This method is applied to the calculation of [1/T_{1H}] functions. Initial data are presented for different vectors of PLL dendrimers at several temperatures, including Fig. 11 and Table 4 for \textit{r}_n vectors of the segments at 300 K, Fig. 12 and Table 5 for \textit{r}_{HH} vectors of the inner and terminal segments in the dendrimers with \textit{n} = 2 and 4 at 283, 300, 323, 343, 363 K, and Fig. 13 and Table 6 for \textit{r}_{CC} vectors of the inner and terminal segments in the dendrimers with \textit{n} = 2 and 4 at 300 K.

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>\text{Terminal}</th>
<th>\text{Inner}</th>
<th>\text{Terminal}</th>
<th>\text{Inner}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\text{283}</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{300}</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{323}</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{343}</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{363}</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6

| \text{Characteristics times of P_2 ACF for the \textit{r}_{CC} vectors of the PLL dendrimer inner and terminal groups with \textit{n} = 2 and 4 at 300 K} |
|---|---|---|---|
| \text{\theta} (K) | \text{Terminal} | \text{Inner} | \text{Terminal} | \text{Inner} |
| \text{300} | 415 | 787 | 1806 | 2558 |

## Appendix B

Characteristic times of rotation of PLL dendrimers as a whole at 300 K.

The characteristic time of rotation of the dendrimer as a whole can be obtained from the P_1^{rot} autocorrelation function (ACF):\(^\text{41,42}\)

\[
P_1^{rot} = \langle r_d(0) r_d(t) \rangle,
\]

where \textit{r}_d(t) is a unit vector along the direction from the core to terminal groups (i.e. to \textit{NH}_3 charged group). The averaging in eqn (B.1) is performed for all the terminal \textit{NH}_3 groups. The calculated P_1^{rot} ACF data for \textit{n} = 2–5 generation PLL dendrimers at 300 K are shown in Fig. 14.

The slope of the \text{ln}(P_1^{rot}) function corresponds to the reciprocal characteristic time of rotation of a dendrimer as a whole. The dotted lines are the approximation of the slope of \text{ln}(P_1^{rot}) in Fig. 14. The results of the calculations are collected in Table 7.

Additionally, we have to point out that the P_2 ACF appears in NMR relaxation and (eqn (B.1)) decays faster than the P_1 ACF. To establish the appearance of P_2^{rot}, we calculate P_2^{rot} ACF for the same \textit{r}_d vector as in eqn (B.1),

\[
P_2^{rot}(t) = \frac{3}{2} \left( \langle r_d(t) r_d(0)^2 \rangle - \frac{1}{3} \right),
\]
In Fig. 15, we check up the relationship \[ P_2^\text{rot}(t) = (P_1^\text{rot}(t))^3 \] \hspace{1cm} (B.3)

The utilization of eqn (B.3) seems to be valid for PLL dendrimers, as well. Hence, we can conclude that the rotation time which appears in \( P_2 \) ACF, \( \tau_{\text{rot}} \), is expressed as

\[ \tau_{\text{rot}} = \frac{\tau_{\text{rot}}^1}{3}. \] \hspace{1cm} (B.4)

The values of \( \tau_{\text{rot}} \) are presented in Table 3.
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